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Executive Summary
One of the greatest evils in the world is the sexual slavery of human beings in the form of
Human Trafficking. Consider how girls caught in this captive slavery view their life. Read their
feelings in the following statement that is a summary of what we have heard from those
rescued:
After a long day and night of forced brutality and having been sexually raped by up to
40 men I cry all through the rest of the night and pray to be rescued; not even knowing if
God really exists. I have lost all hope and fear, with hopeless knowledge of the coming
day because I know it will be a horrible repeat of the endless days I have spent in this
captivity. I wake screaming out as my mind replays the stress of the most evil times I
have experienced.
Even the kindest of clients (that used and abused me) cannot be trusted, not to pass my
pleas for help on to my captors. I have seen other girls that were “too sick to work” and
I have nightmares of seeing them brutally executed before my eyes.
Help me, HELP ME, HELP ME I cry!!! Even though as I cry silently. For me tears are no
longer a possibility. Who will help me? WHO will care enough to listen to my cries for
HELP? Will YOU?
A complete solution to the horrors of Human Trafficking cannot be accomplished without more
realistic solutions that will increase the number of rescued girls by factors of 10 to 100. This
report on STEPS TO A COMPLETE SOLUTION identifies a three part strategy (these are
discussed in detail in the main document) to successfully solve the problem. This strategy
includes:

 Cleaning up the DATA to understand the real magnitude of the Human Trafficking
problem. This is essential for a basis on which to develop realistic solutions.
 Establishing of TASK FORCES to develop the necessary realistic solutions. These
solutions will increase the number of girls being rescued by factors of 10 to 100, find
ways to drive down the demand for sexual slaves, have a greater capacity for
rehabilitating girls who are rescued, and stop girls from being captured in the future.
 Assembling a WORLD GOVERNING BODY AGAINST HUMAN TRAFFICKING to bring
together all those involved in the management of organizations fighting against Human
Trafficking. This World GOVERNING BODY would coordinate the implementation of the
solutions and the funding that will actually rescue and rehabilitate the girls, as well as
stop other girls from being captured into this horrible slavery. Note: this is NOT just
another world congress meeting to discuss the problem issues of Human Trafficking.
In light of the fact that only a few thousand girls are rescued each year out of an estimated 27
million world-wide, this comprehensive plan entitled, "STEPS TO A COMPLETE SOLUTION" is
essential. It is estimated that over 500 organizations and individual researchers are involved in
the fight against this sexual slavery and some have been working for 10 years spending
hundreds of millions dollars. If any other field of humanitarian effort recorded such a small level
of accomplishment the results would be classified as a dismal failure. In addition, if large
numbers of girls were to be rescued they could not be adequately housed or given realistic help
to overcome the trauma that they carry. In the USA only 70 beds exist to assist those rescued.
With these facts it is obvious that something must be done to develop actual, tangible, and
legitimate solutions that will make a difference. This document also presents three of the
needed and essential follow up steps to take after STEPS TO A COMPLETE SOLUTION.
 MAKING ALL THE WORLD FULLY AWARE of Human Trafficking issues, realistic solutions
and the war against this slavery; in order to enlist additional crucial support in this fight.
 REDUCING THE DEMAND for prostitutes and those that are sexual slaves.
 Establishing of MODEL REHABILITATION CENTERS to care for the increased multitude of
girls that will be rescued from the sexual slavery of Human Trafficking.
Yes, this report documents the NEED, the STEPS TO A COMPLETE SOLUTION, the follow up
steps to take, and then concludes with a summary of our qualifications as pastors in this fight
against Human Trafficking. From our perspective the captives need not only to be rescued, and
cured, but also provided with the eternal care and peace that only a full personal relationship
with Jesus Christ can bring. Please read all of the details in the entire report at
www.STOPtrafficking.us or email us at ProjectLOVE@juno.com to see the full picture of why
this approach is essential if real progress is to be made in the elimination of Human Trafficking.
You may know of or even support other organizations in this fight to stop Human Trafficking,
but please consider that all the girls are crying out to be rescued by expanded solutions and
then helped to overcome the trauma they will live with for life unless they get the needed help.
Yes, read the report and contact us 303-667-6919 Rev. Dr. Vaughn & Pastor Saudra Huckfeldt.
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INTRODUCTION
In this writing we want to introduce the concept that the WAR AGAINST HUMAN TRAFFICKING
needs more realistic solutions for major gains to be made that will increase the rescued
numbers by factors of 10 to 100. We do not intend to write another report on the horrors of
sexual slavery, but rather to identify a realistic concrete approach that will document the
needed STEPS TO A COMPLETE SOLUTION. In addition this report will discuss the follow-up
steps to take to implement the solutions developed, and in the last segment we summarize our
experience and knowledge from years of research and work rescuing girls that have been sexual
slaves.
We have two videos on our web site to give you a personal look at exactly what we are fighting.
These videos illustrate what Human Trafficking actually is and how it could impact your own
family. It is important to note that this is not simply a problem for “those people” or for other
parts of the world. It is happening to girls around the corner or down the street in “nice”
neighborhoods all over the United States.
The first video shows the four types of trafficking that capture girls into this slavery:
 Romance Trafficking
 Kidnap Trafficking
 Sold by parents into Trafficking
 Employment offers that lead to Trafficking captivity
This summary was pieced together from the HUMAN TRAFFICKING movie by Eco-Bridge with
i

permission to use it in the fight against this horrible sexual slavery .
The second video is a MSNBC documentation of the Trafficking experience of a Florida girl from
a good Christian family that was Trafficked and kidnapped into this slavery by a fellow 16 year
old girl
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.

These and many other movies, books and writings tell of the horrors these girls face.

A full review of those sources is not the explicit intent of this writing.
As a part of this introduction we also need to mention that our perspective is as pastors and
servants of the Triune GOD. Jesus Christ said Luke 4:18; "I have come to set the

captives free".

Thus we look at not only the physical rescue and psychological

rehabilitation of these suffering girls, but also their spiritual rescue as none of the girls that we
have helped in Eastern Europe knew anything about the Gospel of our Lord and Savior. Of
course we are committed to work with all individuals and organizations from any background in
this fight against Human Trafficking.
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The Lord is behind our efforts and in the scripture of Lamentations we see a perspective of how
these girls feel (Lamentations 2,12,&16):

She weeps aloud during the night,
with tears on her cheeks,
there is no one to offer her comfort,
not one from all her lovers,
all her friends have betrayed her
they have become her enemies.
Is this nothing to you,
all you who pass by?
Look and see!
Is there any pain like mine.
I weep because of these things
my eyes flow with tears.
For there is no one nearby
to comfort me.
These verses of Lamentations were written about the destruction of Jerusalem 500 years
before Christ, but they apply to the girls in slavery today. Yes, the LORD knows about each of
these girls in captivity and wants them to be safe in HIS love. That is why we have this
assignment and work through the ProjectLOVE ministry to share GOD’s love and do HIS will as
stated in Matthew 25:40

"As you have done to ONE of the least of

these you have done unto ME".
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THE NEED
There is no necessity to spend any more time going over the magnitude of the Human
Trafficking problem. On the internet there are 23 million articles, books or videos that speak to
the horrors of the estimated 27 million caught in the captivity of sexual slavery in the world.
There have been countless conferences and presentations discussing the magnitude of the
problem, and most all of the articles, videos, movies, books, and conferences only talk about
talking about the issue and not suggesting in detail any real concrete solutions. We are well
aware that a number of solutions do exist that are effective. To mention a few;
 Truckers Against Trafficking (TAT) by iEmpathize with Brad Riley of Boulder, Colorado
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 The assistance to Eastern European orphans by Children’s Hope Chest with Tom Davis ,
Colorado Springs, & also, Ukraine Orphan Outreach / GracePlace Berthoud, CO
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 The purchase of potential trafficked girls in India by Dr. Mark Rutland Global Servants ,
and Dr Ajai Lall of Central India Christian Mission
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 The rescue of trafficked girls by ex-trafficked girls in Thailand

viii

by House of Grace
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 International Justice Mission Gary Haugen, Washington, DC
x
 A select small group of Law Enforcement Agencies; Los Angeles for example
 (and others, but in reality most all of the rescues today are random occurrences)
If your organization is not listed in this short summary of examples do not feel slighted, but
consider how much more effective you could be if you had a full range of alternative solutions
that worked to stop Human Trafficking. I could continue with several hundred other example
organizations, but our contention is that these examples and all the other effective solutions
make up only about 5% of the full range of solutions that are needed to increase by factors of
10 to 100 the number of girls rescued each year. Currently with the few existing solutions the
number of traffickers prosecuted and the corresponding number rescued in the United States is
xi

only about 2,000 girls every couple of years.
xii

We have reviewed a report: "FAITH GROUPS AND TRAFFICKING" that claims to list the
organizations involved in the Faith Fight Against Trafficking and find only 40 organizations or
individuals documented. That report does not include good organizations that we know are
involved in this fight. At this time we are conducting a survey of all the organizations and
individuals that are involved in the fight against Human Trafficking, and currently have over 250
survey contacts. The survey is attached in Appendix A. Each of those contacts is asked to report
their partner or other known organizations or individuals, and we estimate the documented
number of actual organizations involved in this fight will grow to well over 500 worldwide.
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Every day we learn of new groups involved in this fight. Please let us know of any and all
organizations you know who are currently working to end Human Trafficking, so we can include
them in our survey list.
If the number is accurate, that an estimated 500+ organizations and individuals are involved in
this fight and some have been involved for at least ten years, then why do we not have
solutions that are rescuing numbers of girls at the 20,000 level or higher each year? We are
not being critical of any organization, but the question of real effectiveness in this fight is very
obvious.
xiii

Una Stevenson recently in this past year’s task force report to Christian Women United CWU (with an estimated total membership of 22 million) summarizes their work against
Human Trafficking. As head of the CWU task force she writes:
Sorry to say, even today after more people know about trafficking, all our actions, and
legislation; the estimates are still the same.

This is the status after CWU has worked against Human Trafficking since 2005 and most
organizations will agree with this summary; that while more people know about the issue; little
has been accomplished. Also, in reality the general public is not aware of the Human Trafficking
issue, and/or believes it is not a U.S. problem but only an overseas problem. Some
organizations have been working for over 10 years and the problem has only grown to become
more and more gigantic in that time frame. But they do have accomplishments in developing
networks of sub-organizations in every state. One bright spot does exist in that when realistic
solutions are developed the existing organizations in the fight against Human Trafficking have
groups in every state in the nation ready to utilize the solutions. Thus the ability to mobilize
substantial forces to make real progress is only waiting on the development of real concrete
solutions that will rescue, rehabilitate, cut the demand, and stop girls from being captured.
Based on the above; the current status of the solutions to Human Trafficking is estimated in the
following diagram:
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STATUS OF SOLUTIONS TO THE HUMAN TRAFFICKING PROBLEM

Existing
SOLUTIONS

UNKNOWN SOLUTIONS
The total amount spent since 2003 by the U.S. government on the fight against Human
xiv

Trafficking has been estimated to be $800 million . And yet another estimate stated that we
xv

have only 2% of the funding needed to reach realistic solutions to stop this sexual slavery. Our
contention is that even if full funding was now given in the range of 50 times the current
funding; the results would not be effective as there are not a full range of solutions that will
effectively stop Human Trafficking.
xvi

While a recent writing; "End Human Trafficking: A Contemporary Slavery", by Dr. Laura Lederer
suggests areas in which solutions should be developed, the concrete steps to actual solutions
are not presented. We agree with the general areas Dr. Lederer discusses and have for over two
years been working on the actual steps to take. Over the past 10 years many good reports have
provided insight into the Human Trafficking issues. Two for example are; Estes work
xviii

xvii

of 2002,

and the National report on Domestic Minor Sex Trafficking 2009 . Many good books have
been written on this subject, but to list the best would only lengthen this writing and that is not
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our purpose. Again we must emphasize that we are not saying that nothing has been
accomplished in the last 10 years. Laws have been passed. Human Trafficking indicators have
been developed. Research has identified the characteristics of the traffickers, johns that
purchase sex, as well as the situations in which girls are trafficked. Despite all this, there is a
need for real actual, tangible, legitimate solutions! The following section will document the
THREE MAIN STEPS TO A COMPLETE SOLUTION.

THREE MAIN STEPS TO A COMPLETE SOLUTION
The three main steps to take to achieve a complete solution to the Human Trafficking problem
are:
1) CLEAN UP THE DATA regarding the Human Trafficking issues
2) Utilize TASK FORCES to develop the real actual, tangible, legitimate solutions
3) Assemble a WORLD GOVERNING BODY AGAINST HUMAN TRAFFICKING to bring together
all those involved in the management of organizations fighting against Human Trafficking to
coordinate the implementation of the solutions and the funding.
Each of these steps will be discussed and then the follow-up steps needed to implement the
solutions will be presented.

Clean up the data
The first issue that must be addressed is the data issue. The numbers we all use are such
estimates that we do not know the real magnitude of the problem. How successful would our
military be if they fought a war without any accurate data regarding the enemy. We have a
good example of that in the "Battle of the Little Bighorn" in which Custer was ill informed of
the magnitude of the Indians he was attacking. His 209 men were not prepared to fight the
6000 to 7000 in the encampment of Sioux, Cheyenne and Arapahoe. We are in just that
position as stated by Ambassador Luis CdeBaca the current U.S. CZAR
Trafficking:

xix

against Human

all the numbers are very imprecise, notoriously so, because this is a
hidden crime
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We all quote the 27 million figure as the number caught in sexual slavery in the world, but we
do not really know if the actual number is 15 million or 50 million!! Of course we must stop
this horrible slavery whatever the number may be, but we do need to know more accurate
numbers and the data must be more compatible and comparable for our fight to be effective.
Dr. Laura Lederer

xvi

puts this as the first issue in approaching solutions to Human Trafficking,

and we have for years agreed.

Some reports even question the FACT that sexual slavery is a
XX

problem because the current numbers have such little validity . But the problem is REAL!!
As an example some years ago in an arranged meeting I was able to discuss the Trafficking
business with one of the Trafficking leaders in the city of Riga, Latvia. During the private
discussion in this beautiful city of about 800,000 (known as the Paris of the north), I made the
comment; “The word on the street is that you have about 5,000 girls” and the response was
“NO, we have over 12,000!”. Thus the numbers in this slavery can be and are massive but the
real current levels are not known except by those that control the slaves! Note: we are not
speaking about those that work as voluntary prostitutes, but actual sexual slaves!
With the utilization of experts in the data accuracy field, major steps can be taken to improve
the picture of Human Trafficking in the world. This picture will necessarily include figures on
the Trafficking flows between countries and types of Trafficking as well better information on
the types of individuals and organizations involved in the Trafficking. The detail of the data
must be improved to give information on the numbers in the four different types of
trafficking. For example we need to see the numeric difference between girls that are sold,
girls that are kidnapped, and those girls that are tricked by job offers, as compared to girls
that have willingly entered into prostitution and then find themselves in slavery to someone
they feel they love. The first three categories are more willing to cooperate when being
rescued, and the girls in the later category need more psychological help to even be willing to
admit they have been in slavery.
And further detail will show numbers by different categories such as those 17 "Categories of
xx

American Youth Victimized by Sexual Exploitation" documented by Estes work. The exhibit
of those 17 categories is found in Appendix B. Those 17 categories need to be expanded to
include the over 18 year old victims. The Trafficking organizations (people doing the
Trafficking) do know the real numbers and have the advantage in being able to communicate
over the internet with others involved in their cruel business. Yes, the first step is to CLEAN UP
THE DATA.
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TASK FORCES
Why are TASK FORCES needed? Let me give an example. In the 1970’s the enrollment in higher
education was primarily only from new high school graduates. Higher education was facing a
crisis. The number of potential future high school graduates that were 18 years old and
younger had already been born, and the numbers were declining. This forecast a declining
college population. At that time it was estimated that up to 40% of the existing institutions
would fail financially due to lack of enrollment for the next 15 years. After that these
institutions would be needed as the numbers of high school graduates would be sharply
increasing. Task Forces made up of very insightful individuals and a presidential commission
were established. The resulting PELL funding for increasing accessibility to higher education
was created. Also, the concept of continuing education (getting the non-college educated
segment of the population to come back to higher education) was promoted. The result was
only a few institutions failed. A successful saving of educational institutions was accomplished,
as well as a more educated society.
A similar approach will be effective in establishing a complete solution to the Human Trafficking
problem. Consider that high technology solutions exist to track those going to employment
opportunities that may be actual trafficking situations. If you have a dog that runs away, you
can equip the dog with a GPS device to easily locate the run-away dog. While my background in
years past was in the high technology field of aerospace, I have for over 20 years been away
from that field. However, smart people in that field can exchange ideas in a task force to
develop solutions that none of us currently involved in the fight against Human Trafficking
would think of because of our current lack of background. The same group can invent high
technology solutions in all of the Human Trafficking areas. Thus all of the TASK FORCES will
feed ideas to each other to build upon each groups' skills and background.
As you review the suggested full range of task forces to be established realize that each group
will consider any feasible actual, tangible, legitimate solution to each of the Human Trafficking
dimensions of rescue, rehabilitate, cut the demand, and stop girls from being captured or sold
into Trafficking. Each task force will start with a large group of experts that are willing to
contribute to the effort and their communication will be via a DELPHI process. In this process
suggestions are made in the first communication round. In subsequent rounds the pro and con
comments will be communicated regarding the suggestions. After the DELPHI process a
representative smaller task force group will meet in person to finalize the recommendations.
The categories of TASK FORCE groups are shown in the following table
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TASK FORCES
 TECHNOLOGY
 COMMUNICATIONS
 PSYCHOLOGICAL
 GOVERNMENT HEADS
 LEGAL – COURT
 LAW ENFORCEMENT
 CHRISTIAN CHURCH
 ETHICS
 MAFIA TRAFFICKING
 ANTI-TRAFFICKING ORGANIZATIONS
 TRAFFICKING VICTIMS

As a further discussion consider the communication that currently exists to convince girls in
Eastern Europe not to go to an employment opportunity that may be Trafficking. The Counsel
at the U.S.A. embassy in Riga, Latvia would talk for an hour to a large assembly of girls about
the dangers of taking a job that might lead to the captivity of Human Trafficking. Then he
would ask for questions at the end of the talk. The questions would always be, “Where is the
best opportunity to get a job in the West?” The girls had not heard or believed the lecture
about the dangers. The following is a poster that warns girls about the dangers of Human
Trafficking, but the attitude of most girls when asked about the poster was; “It won’t happen
to me”.
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They will sell you like a doll!

At conferences and Human Trafficking meetings we have lectured about the real dangers of
taking a job in the West (Western Europe or the U.S.). After the lecture girls have come up to
say; “I was going to take a job in the West, but now I am reconsidering and will have the AntiTrafficking police check to see if the job is real. Yes, different communication techniques do
work, and the COMMUNICATIONS TASK FORCE will identify strategies that will keep girls from
going to Trafficking situations.
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In the same way other TASK FORCES will be effective and the ANTI-TRAFFICKING TASK FORCE
will review all the recommendations to identify solutions that apply to all of the Human
Trafficking areas. The cross collaboration between TASK FORCES will synergize the results to go
beyond the contributions of any specific task force. These solutions are not currently available
and identified as of today, and they will not be available in the coming short time frame.
However, if we do not take this approach and start to develop the TASK FORCES the problem is
only going to become more gigantic.

TASK FORCE
SOLUTIONS










HIGH TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
COMMUNICATION SOLUTIONS
PSYCHOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS
GOVERNMENT POLICY SOLUTIONS
LAW ENFORCEMENT SOLUTIONS
JUSTICE (COURT) SOLUTIONS
ECONOMIC SOLUTIONS
CHURCH (CHRISTIAN) SOLUTIONS
ETHICS OF DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS
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Yes, this approach can and will generate the necessary real concrete solutions to the Human
Trafficking problem. Then those involved in the fight against Human Trafficking can make real
progress utilizing the real concrete solutions that will rescue, rehabilitate, cut the demand, and
stop girls from being captured and/or sold into Trafficking.

WORLD GOVERNING BODY AGAINST HUMAN TRAFFICKING
There have been several world meetings about Human Trafficking in the past 10 years
(attended by many but not by a fully representative majority from all areas or backgrounds). All
of these meetings had the focus of looking at the magnitude of the problem and very little was
accomplished in terms of effective solutions to rescue, rehabilitate, cut the demand, and stop
girls from being captured. ONLY AFTER the real concrete solutions to rescue, rehabilitate, cut
the demand, and stop girls from being captured are developed by the TASK FORCES, will it be
time to bring together the heads of all anti-trafficking organizations worldwide. Today, the lack
of coordination regarding solutions and efforts makes the existing organizations seem like a
bunch of uncoordinated ants working on all sides of a bloated dead elephant. Each has their
own view of the problem and they shun the past efforts to establish real coordination.
The WORLD GOVERNING BODY AGAINST HUMAN TRAFFICKING will have the following
characteristics (each of these characteristics will be shown to be essential in the operation and
the follow up steps):

WORLD GOVERNING
AGAINST TRAFFICKING

BODY

INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPATION OF ALL
 DISCUSS SOLUTIONS - NOT THE PROBLEM
 ELECT INTERNATIONAL GOVERNING BOARD
 FOCUS ON: RESCUE / REHABILITATE / DEMAND
 FUNDERS JOIN TO ORGANIZE FUNDING
 Major entertainers participate
Leaders of Christian Denominations attend
Major Tourism Organizations attend
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Note: This is not just another "World Congress" as has been held before. Those
meetings were characterized by:
Discussions of the issues that surround the HUMAN TRAFFICKING problem
Representation and attendance by those that could afford to come
Speakers based on political or academic position rather than those with solutions
Lack of attendance by funding organizations that are needed to fund the solutions
Lack of a realistic plan for STEPS TO A COMPLETE SOLUTION
The meeting of the WORLD GOVERNING BODY AGAINST HUMAN TRAFFICKING will
have a different purpose, a different broader attendance, and will produce different
results.

Participants will focus on the global solutions as applied to their specific area of the world.
Those participating will represent a broader attendance than ever before. The discussions will
be on the implementation of the global solutions and not on the magnitude of the problem.
During the WORLD GOVERNING BODY an Anti-Trafficking Board will be elected that will have
the responsibility to represent all the organizations in the world. This will broaden the Steering
Committee for Demand Abolition, a coalition of over 100 of the most effective anti-trafficking
organizations in the world. This Anti-Trafficking Board will also be effective in communicating
with the funding organizations and act as a clearing house for funding proposals from individual
organizations.
The GOVERNING BODY will include attendance by many major funding organizations that have
an interest in the fight against Human Trafficking. After these funding organizations have heard
the presentations on the global solutions they will be more inclined to provide the necessary
funding to develop an effective global war against Human Trafficking. The funding
organizations will be asked to elect a representative Anti-Trafficking Funding Board that will
coordinate the massive funding needed to reach full funding for the War Against Trafficking.
This coordination will allow the necessary funding to be made available to the multitude of suborganizations that will then have the necessary funds and the realistic concrete solutions to
make a major impact against Human Trafficking.
Major entertainers will be present at the GOVERNING BODY to lend support and to set in place
the global entertainment schedule needed in the follow-up steps presented in the next section.
Also, the leaders of the major Christian denominations will attend to learn of Human Trafficking
solutions to take to their members as part of the follow-up steps.
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Yes, this final step of the three main steps to take to achieve a complete solution to the Human
Trafficking problem will make us ready to take the necessary follow-up steps to effectively
implement a fatal blow to those involved in the operation of the sexual slavery of Human
Trafficking.

THE FOLLOW-UP STEPS TO TAKE
With the global solutions identified, an International Anti-Trafficking Board elected, and an
effective Anti-Trafficking Funding Board established the fight against Human Trafficking will be
stronger than ever. With the solutions developed and after the international GOVERNING BODY
is operational, the number of girls rescued per year will increase dramatically. But, more steps
must be taken to follow-up on these achievements. The three specific steps we feel are
essential at that time are as follows:
 MAKING THE WORLD FULLY AWARE of the Human Trafficking issues and the war
against this slavery and enlisting major groups in this fight.
 REDUCING THE DEMAND for prostitutes and those that are sexual slaves.
 Establishing MODEL REHABILITATION CENTERS to care for the multitude of girls
rescued from the sexual slavery of Human Trafficking.

MAKING THE WORLD FULLY AWARE
When global solutions are available and complete funding is available, then is the time to make
ALL the public at large fully aware of the Human Trafficking war against sexual slavery. We all
know what a “pink ribbon” stands for in the fight against breast cancer. But, it has taken years
to reach that point of public awareness. In the fight against HIV/AIDS the public became aware
quickly when major entertainers held stadium events on the world wide stage to promote
awareness. As a group of major entertainers will have attended the WORLD GOVERNING
BODY, they will understand the need to hold entertainment events in large stadiums all over
the world to make everyone aware of the Human Trafficking issues. The symbol to make the
public aware of the Human Trafficking issues and the war against Human Trafficking will be the
most common sign all over the world - the STOP sign (Stop Trafficking Of People) as shown
below:
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We want STOP pins to be as common as pink ribbons. The back of the pin will contain
instructions to identify Trafficking situations and what to do in using the national hotline for
each country. A wallet size STOP card will also be distributed with the same information on
the back. During major entertainment events and rallies the issues regarding Human
Trafficking will be presented and everyone will receive a STOP pin. For example, there are
two major motorcycle rallies in the nation each year. About 50,000 bikers attend the rally at
Sturgis, SD and about 100,000 at the national mall in Washington, DC. This would be the
perfect time to establish a "BIKERS AGAINST TRAFFICKING" and to give them the solutions to
implement. Bikers see more of what is happening around them than drivers of cars or trucks.
They are a natural to take up the fight against the injustice of the sexual slavery of Human
Trafficking.

Since most girls that are trafficked must be moved from one location to another, the next
venue is to have all the major gas station corporations in the world display a large STOP sign in
the window or door at the entrance to each gas station. This will not only promote awareness
by the public, but will also give girls the national hotline number to call in the country they are
in. The gas station attendants will be trained to be aware of the solutions to the Human
Trafficking issues and to call when suspicious situations are observed.
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Other venues to advance the awareness of the STOP sign against Human Trafficking will be to
have the leaders of major Christian denominations that attended the WORLD GOVERNING
BODY handing out the STOP pins to all congregations. Thus creating a Christian army against
Human Trafficking. In addition, because of the publicity which comes from major entertainment
events, national magazines will print their front cover featuring a STOP sign. Likewise, holding
assemblies and distributing STOP pins in all high schools will go a long way toward raising
awareness of potential Trafficking situations and the need to report rather than ignore what
they see.
All these efforts and the above three STEPS TO A COMPLETE SOLUTION will be included in a
book titled: STOP!!!. The essence of the book will be to inform the reader about the issues
and the solutions to Human Trafficking and sexual slavery in the world. . It will explain how
certain philosophies and worldviews have contributed to the decline in society, enabling
Human Trafficking to flourish world-wide. The approach will be to ask in the beginning what is
“TRUTH”? And, not to look at my truth, your truth, our truth, and not even the truth of the
majority; instead, the real “TRUTH” as stated by the TRIUNE GOD. This will discuss how the
downfall of society has been feeding on the Philosophy of Tolerance that says, “Any view is OK
as long as it does not bother me”. This allows views that pornography, prostitution, pimps, and
criminal activity are to be ignored (or even glorified) by the general population in society until it
does affect them. It is the same philosophy as that of the time period 1935 – 1944 in which
America and much of Europe ignored the actions of the Nazi butchers while they made
attempts to exterminate the Jews. Such apathy of that time period is repeated today in the
Philosophy of Tolerance and will only lead to similar evils as it is currently leading to the
tolerance of the conditions that promote the sexual slavery of Human Trafficking. Thus the
book, STOP!!! will provide a motivation for change in the attitude toward the tolerance that
promotes all these evils in the world.
The above venues will combine to make the fight against Human Trafficking known worldwide
and the instructions available to all regarding reporting Trafficking situations.
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REDUCING THE DEMAND
While other campaigns may be identified by the Anti-Trafficking TASK FORCES, currently four
major campaigns will be utilized to reduce the demand for Human Trafficking. These will add to
xvi

and complement the current efforts by organizations such as Global Centurion . These four
major campaigns are:
 Informing Men about Anti-Trafficking Laws
 Creating a Pornography Alarm
 Utilizing Christian Men’s Organizations
 Enlisting the major Tourism Organizations
Informing Men about Anti-Trafficking Laws
Colorado has the toughest Anti-Trafficking Law in the nation (written by Boulder, CO attorney
Beth Klein

xxi

) making the solicitation of a trafficked girl a class three felony punishable by a

minimum of 2 years and up to 24 years in prison. (Under certain conditions this may be
increased to a Class 2 felony). Many other states have similar laws or are in the process of
establishing such laws. The problem is that most men do not know of these laws. With the
global solutions established and the WORLD GOVERNING BODY completed, the funding will be
available to publicize the real likelihood of jail-time awaiting the men who utilize Trafficked
girls. With this danger of incarceration known a man must think twice before soliciting a girl
that might be a Trafficked victim. This reality will reduce the demand, make Human Trafficking
less profitable and reduce the commercial value of Trafficking Girls to the criminal element that
enslaves them.
Creating a Pornography Alarm
Watching pornography is a major problem for men around the world. Even Christian men
according to research by The Barna Group and surveys by Promise Keepers show over 50%
xxii

watching pornography

even though in promise #3:

practicing spiritual, moral, ethical, and

A Promise Keeper is committed to

sexual purity.

Research documents the links
xxiii

between pornography and the use of prostitutes and thus promotion of Human Trafficking .
The men that are users of prostitution say being placed on a sex offenders list and/or public
display of their names on a billboard are the only things that would change their attitude about
xxiv

using prostitution. Several organizations sell a PORNOGRAPHY ALARM . In our view, these
would potentially be expanded to an automatic program update for the operating system of all
computers. The network administrator would be notified of any computer accessing
pornography and the computer would shut down applications currently being used.
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The system would have stored the information about the user that logged on and accessed a
pornography site. This information would be automatically sent to the local news. This
Pornography Alarm would include materials displayed on the user’s computer, which would
educate them on the evils of pornography and its link to Human Trafficking. With this program
automatically installed on all public, corporate, and home computers, the use of pornography
would decline rapidly. In turn, this will drive down the demand for Human Trafficking.

Utilizing Christian Men’s Organizations
The Christian men’s organizations that will be targeted to utilize the above information in
driving down demand are; Promise Keepers, Christian Men’s Network, Full Gospel Business
Men’s Association, and Christian Athletes in Action. These organizations have incentives to
clean up the percentage of men utilizing pornography, prostitutes, and thus Trafficked girls.
These organizations currently have no policy regarding Human Trafficking. When the solutions
are available and the world wide knowledge increased it will be easier to bring these
organizations into the fight. With the damaging effects of pornography on the family all of
these organizations will be interested in promoting STOP. This will aid in reducing the demand
for Human Trafficking.
Enlisting the major Tourism Organizations
Efforts already exist enlisting the major tourism organizations in the fight against Human
xvi

Trafficking . With global solutions developed, along with the STOP campaign, these
organizations will be even more effective in reducing the demand by overseas travelers. About
a quarter of the demand in Eastern Europe is currently coming from the United States. In the
long run the Christian Army against Trafficking will utilize Christian tourist to do documentation
of American tourist going into prostitution centers. As the "JOHNS" are presented with the
evidence that they are contributing to Human Trafficking and that this evidence will follow
them back to the United States, these efforts will reduce the demand by American tourists.
Tourism organizations will then be asked to warn tourist of the potential "documentation
efforts" and the resulting decrease in demand will in the long run reduce Human Trafficking.
These four areas and others developed by the TASK FORCES will have a major impact in driving
down the demand for Trafficked girls.
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MODEL REHABILITATION CENTERS
xxv

Research has documented that in all of the United States only 70 beds exist to rehabilitate
girls rescued from Trafficking situations. When the global solutions are implemented the
number of girls rescued will increase dramatically, but they will have no place to go for
xxvi

rehabilitation. In Las Vegas a Judge is attempting to create a rehabilitation center as his only
other option is to leave girls in detention. He keeps a file on his desk to remind him of the girl
he released as he could no longer hold her. The next day she was found in a ditch with her
throat cut. Detentions centers, homeless shelters, or homes for battered women are not
appropriate solutions to rehabilitate these girls from the trauma they have endured.
The rescued girls of sexual slavery experience the impact of PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder) as severely as our military returning from overseas combat. In Eastern Europe we
have seen examples of how the government centers are ineffective in helping no more than 5%
of the girls in need of assistance. Yet, it is noteworthy, that in the same region the Christian
counseling centers have a 95% success rate in helping girls return to a normal life. As my
pastoral training is mainly in Christian family spiritual advising, God has given me the tools to
help those with such trauma.
Currently, the need for rehabilitation centers is great and that need will explode with the
successful implementation of global solutions to combat Human Trafficking. A model center
must be created that can be duplicated a thousand times over to help these victims of Human
Trafficking. The criteria in the “round center” by Love146 will be a good starting point for such
a center
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Gracehaven

.

We will also coordinate with any new centers being established such as

xxviii

xxix

where Theresa Flores is Director of Education & Training

.

We have identified two potential sites in the nearby foothills of the mountains of Colorado.
With the completion of the WORLD GOVERNING BODY the funding will be increased and the
feasibility of the development of such a model rehabilitation center will be feasible. Such a
center is crucial if we are to return these girls to a normal life rather than see them go back on
the street to be trafficked again as is the case for many from the government centers of Eastern
Europe.
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OTHER FOLLOW-UP STEPS
The completion of the TASK FORCE efforts and the WORLD GOVERNING BODY will identify
other follow-up steps to take in this war against Human Trafficking. At this time the above
three areas are known to be essential as follow-up steps to have a real impact against Human
Trafficking and to take care of the rescued girls. It is interesting to note that in the National
xviii

their NEXT STEP #4, #5, & #6 recommend the
report on Domestic Minor Sex Trafficking
areas of #4 innovative solutions, #5 critical protective shelter and services for victims, and #6
improved reporting measures. Our approach offers more detailed concrete steps to take to
achieve the STEPS TO A COMPLETE SOLUTION and the FOLLOW-UP STEPS. Now the next
steps to take is to secure your agreement on this approach to successfully solve the problem,
and then the step to obtain the funding for the initial THREE STEPS.

OUR BACKGROUND SUPPORTING THIS APPROACH
We did not plan to take this path in life, and had not even seen or talked to anyone involved in
prostitution until being involved in overseas ministry since 1993. But GOD knew of the need
and that as a pastor, researcher and university professor, I would have the experience to
develop such STEPS TO A COMPLETE SOLUTION. Many years before I went overseas to do
ministry work in Eastern Europe, I listened to Dr. Mark Rutland give a presentation in Dallas,
Texas. Dr. Rutland told of his ministry work in India where his organization would purchase
young girls and educate them as teachers. As a result, these young girls returned to their
villages to become respectable, productive women. The alternative for most of these girls was
to be sold into Human Trafficking. I thought, "How wonderful is this work he is doing!" But did
not dream that God would ask us to work in this area as pastors.
In 2002 after 9/11 (and helping with the disaster affecting many at the Pentagon in
Washington DC) the opportunity developed to assist with sending a container of aid to a school
of abandon children in Latvia. At that point I had been in Armenia, Georgia, and Azerbaijan
much of the time since 1993 doing ministry work and delivering relief to war refugees. The
Nagorno-Karabakh War had created 400,000 ArmenianXXX and 800,000 Azerbaijan

xxxi

refugees to
be given ministry aid which resulted in many being led to a saving faith in our Lord and Savior.
On arrival in Latvia, I remembered the story told by a previous evangelist that had been in
Latvia. A girl had walked into a Youth With A Mission revival tent outside Riga, Latvia and had
been rescued by the YWAM staff and taken to their remote training site.
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Finally, after six weeks, she was able to tell her story:
“When I was 15 my alcoholic father took me on the street and sold me for my first
sexual experience. Then I was kicked out of the house, and on the street I could not
find a job until suddenly I was a captive and being sold to many men each day. I am
now 21 and with your help I am free and with GOD’s grace I have recovered. But,
there are thousands of girls just like me, -- can’t someone help them!”
She was wrong – there are millions. I have been a pastor, researcher and professor most of my
life, and the story motivated me to start researching the Human Trafficking problem. At the
time I also was preaching in churches of Riga, Latvia. After one service a man came to me and
said, “You are doing a good thing, but you don’t know what you are doing! – Do you?” I
responded, “As a professor and researcher I have been trained to study problems and develop
solutions. So I am learning.” The man said, “I am now with the LORD for the past two years,
but before that I was a manager of managers in the sex trade". Put your jeans and leather
jacket on; we are going on the street to give you an education.” In the following two weeks he
gave me more of an education than I had given my graduate students at the University of
Colorado. Thus we have more insight into the Human Trafficking issue from the inside than
most who are involved in the fight against sexual slavery.
In the subsequent years we have worked against Human Trafficking in 18 countries of Eastern
Europe. I have seen the horrors of girls that have been abused, and all of them have a story of
the worst experience while in the captivity of sexual slavery. For example, the rescued girl with
a large deep burn scar on her neck said; “When I was first being sold I did not know what to do
and a man took his lighted cigarette and put it out in my neck to get me to move”. None of
them had any knowledge of GOD’s grace and love, and as one girl said when two were rescued,
“If there was a God, I would not have had to live as I did”. Her friend said, “Who do you think
sent him from America to rescue us?” The first girl thought and then replied, “Maybe God did”!
We have firsthand knowledge of the problems of the orphan systems in Eastern Europe. The
funding of many orphanages is such that “problem children” are to be given drugs to control
their behavior and the center gets extra funding for any such children. Of course the majority
are classified as “problem children”. The girls are not given any training in life skills and are
then turned out at age 18 to be captive by the evil in the world. Yes, a few organizations are
working to give these girls alternatives, but the numbers that need help are many times the
number being helped, and additional solutions are needed.
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In addition the economic conditions are so bad in Eastern Europe that many people have lost all
hope. This leads to heavy drinking by the parents, and the daughters try to find work to
support the family. Of course they are easy victims for Human Trafficking. Although young
single girls are the most frequently victimized, young boys and even couples may fall prey to
these Traffickers. Consider the following instance:
A young couple in Israel wanted to get to the United States. They found a California firm who
helped them secure work visas and get them to the United States. They didn’t realize this firm
was part of the Russian Mafia. When they got to Los Angeles they were in for a surprise. The
husband was put to work over 12 plus hours a day at a construction job for very low pay and
they were given a small one room place to live. After a few weeks they were told, “You owe us
thousands of dollars for getting you here. With the little you are earning, you are not making
any progress in paying back your debt. Your wife must start to work for us on the street at
night.” This couple had a relative they called and were rescued, but many others are not as
fortunate and remain in captivity.
So why is our approach different from the hundreds of other interested and committed to
fighting Human Trafficking? Part of it is the compassion we have as servants of the Triune God
in which GOD has given this as an assignment, but the other side is the additional background
that God led me through over the past 40 years of life. My initial interest was in aerospace
research (growing up when Sputnik was launched) and living that life working in the high tech
world of satellites and the mathematics of astrophysics, and even having the opportunity to
work on the lunar lander. Then I gained a broader perspective from being a consultant to DOW
Jones top 30 level corporations and Washington D.C. governmental agencies, as well as being
successful in solving social issues in higher education

xxxii

. With those backgrounds I approach

the issue of Human Trafficking and sexual slavery in not only a hands-on approach in having
rescued girls but in a global perspective that has looked at how to identify STEPS TO A
COMPLETE SOLUTION.
In the years since, GOD brought us back to the United States and has shown us the magnitude
of the problem here, as well as the STEPS TO A COMPLETE SOLUTION. The timing of the
development of the full solution is in GOD’s hands. When HE is ready, the full sequence of the
three essential steps, as well as the follow-up steps discussed above, will be implemented.
God’s timing is perfect. Until the resources from His treasure house are provided, we are
working quietly and continually to rescue some of those caught in Human Trafficking.
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Please pray for the implementation of the STEPS TO A COMPLETE SOLUTION and contact us
with any comments or questions at:
Rev. Dr. Vaughn and Pastor Saudra Huckfeldt
Phone: 303-667-6919
Project LOVE at the National Policy Analysis Center
ProjectLOVE@juno.com
th
1750 – 30 Street, #112 Boulder, CO 80301
www.TrinityLOVEChurch.com
An alternative email is being used for respondents to the Anti-Trafficking survey is:
STOP.sexual.slavery@gmail.com

APPENDIX A
(The survey being sent out to all anti-trafficking organizations is on the next 7 pages.)

Anti-Trafficking Organization Survey
The following survey questions are to help gather more accurate information
on what is being done to fight the sexual slavery of Human Trafficking:
ORGANIZATION NAME

CONTACT

__________________

_________

1. What type of organization are you?
____Government
____Non-Profit Religious
____Non-Profit General
____For Profit Business
____Church
____Individual

PHONE #

OFFICE LOCATION

_______

_________________
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2. What is the main focus of your organization regarding Human Trafficking?
*Check all that apply*
____To Inform
____Prayer
____Raise Money to Fund ________________
____Rescue
____Reduce Demand
____Stop Inflow
____Policy Work

3. ____In how many locations does your organization operate? And where?
_________________________________________________________________

4. ____How many staff members does your organization have at your main location?
5. ____How many staff members does your organization have at your other locations?
6. ____How many volunteers does your organization have at your main location?
7. ____How many volunteers does your organization have at your other locations?
8. ____What year did your organization come into existence?
9. ____How many years has your organization been fighting Human Trafficking?
10. ___________________What are the countries that your organization works in?
11. ____How many projects are your organization working on to fight Human Trafficking?
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12. In what areas are those projects concerned? *Check all that apply*
____To Inform
____Prayer
____Raise Money
____Rescue
____Rehabilitate Girls
____Reduce Demand
____Stop Inflow
____Policy Work

13. Have members of your organization actually rescued girls from sexual slavery?
____Yes
____No

(If “NO” skip to #20)

14. If so, how many total:
____FEW (Less than 50)
____SOME (51 to 100)
____MANY (more than 100)

15. _________How many in numbers total?

16. How many fall into each age category?
____Under 15
____16 to 18
____19 to 21
____Over 21

17. What methods have your organization utilized most to rescue girls?
____________________________________

18. What steps comprise the method(s) you use to rescue girls?
___________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
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19. What was the background of the girls before going into sexual slavery?
____School
____Unemployed
____Employed
____Homemaker
____Orphan
____Other __________________________________

20. Is your organization working to rehabilitate girls?
____Yes
____No

(If “NO” skip to #24)

21. ____If so, what percent of the girls are successfully rehabilitated?
(Such that they return to a "normal" life)

22. Have any of the girls you have rescued returned to sexual slavery?
____Yes
____No

23. Where were girls rehabilitated after being rescued? *Check all that apply*
____Rehabilitation Center (if checked how many beds are available?) _________
____Christian Bible School (if checked how many beds are available?) _________
____Homeless Shelter
____Private Home

(if checked how many beds are available?) _________

____Group Home

(if checked how many beds are available?) _________

____Juvenile Detention Center
____Other _____________________________________

24. Is your organization working to reduce demand for trafficked girls?
____Yes If Yes HOW?______________________________________
____No

25. Does your organization do policy work with governmental organizations?
____Yes
____No

26. What areas of policy work has your organization been involved in?
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__________________________________________________________________

27. Is your organization working to stop girls from going into trafficking situations?
____Yes
____No

28. What has your organization done to prevent girls from going into sexual slavery?
*Please Check all that apply*
____Lecture
____Publications
____Posters & Advertisements
____Education
____Employment
____Other ____________________________________

29. Is your organization a Christian organization?
____Yes
____No

30. What are the funding sources utilized by your organization? *Check all that apply*
____Government
____Foundation
____Church
____Private Contribution
____Other

31. ________What is the total amount of funds you have raised to fight Human Trafficking this year?
32. ________What is the average amount of funds you raised per year to fight Human Trafficking
over the past 5 years?

33. ________What is the total amount of funds you have raised to fight Human Trafficking all
together over all years your organization has been fighting Human Trafficking?

34. ____What is the youngest age of girls rescued or helped?
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35. _____________What was the USA state or Country of origin for girls rescued?
36. _____________Where was the USA state or Country in which girls were rescued?
37. What was the trafficking method used? *Check all that apply*
____Romance Trafficking
____Kidnap into Trafficking
____Sold by Parents into Trafficking
____Employment Offer that lead to Trafficking
____Other __________________________________________________________

38. What type of trafficking organization had the girls? *Check all that apply*
____Mafia-Organized Crime
____Individual Pimp
____Independent Group
____Government (Police, Court or other agency)

39. What information do you feel important to share that we have not asked?
40. ____How many conference/multi-organizational meetings have you organized in the past year?
41. ____How many conference/multi-organizational meetings have you attended in the past year

42. In the conference/multi-organizational meetings you have attended/organized in the past year,
how many were?
____Informational
____About Solutions
____About Rehabilitation
____About Demand Reduction
____About Policy Issues
____About Stopping Girls from going into Trafficking situations
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43. Do you feel it is important to improve the accuracy of the data regarding Human Trafficking

rather than continue to work with vague estimates that now exist?
_____ Yes - Having more accurate data would give a better picture of what we are fighting in
the war against sexual slavery.
_____ No - Getting more accurate data would only show how really big the problem of
Human Trafficking has grown over the years.

44. At this time there are only a very few real effective solutions that work to combat the sexual
slavery of Human Trafficking, and more effective solutions need to be developed.
______ I agree!
______ I disagree

45. Little real coordination exists between the organizations that are fighting the sexual slavery of
Human Trafficking.
______ I agree!
______ I disagree

46. If effective solutions are developed such that a large volume of girls are rescued, the number of

good rehabilitation facilities is not adequate to help the rescued girls.
______ I agree!
______ I disagree
47. The demand for trafficked girls must be reduced as part of the effective strategy to stop Human
Trafficking.
______ I agree!
______ I disagree
48. Who are the other anti-Trafficking organizations that you partner with and/or know? Please
include a Contact Name and email or phone number.
ORGANIZATION
CONTACT
EMAIL OR PHONE NUMBER
(Please attach a list if it is easier)
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

49. What is your summary of your organization’s accomplishments in fighting sexual slavery over all
the years of your work in this area?

50. What is your summary of the results of all the work by everyone in the fight against sexual
slavery and the current status in your opinion?
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APPENDIX B
The Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children In the U.S., Canada and Mexico

Richard J. Estes
Exhibit ES.2a (items in RED are additions to Estes work)

Categories of Sexually Exploited American Children
Seventeen discrete categories of sexually exploited children were identified in the
course of the investigation. These categories, and the numbers of children we
estimate to be associated with each category of risk of sexual exploitation, are
summarized in this Exhibit ES.2a. pages 11 - 14. CSEC = commercial sexual
exploitation of children. Data from December 2000 TOTAL: 325,575

Categories Of
Sexually Exploited
Youth
Group A:
Sexually Exploited
Children Not
Living in Their
Own Homes

Operational
Definitions

# of Children At Risk
of CSEC in This
Category

SUB-TOTAL
208,278 or 64%
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1. Runaway Youth
From Home

Youth under the age of 18
years who absent
themselves from home or
place of residence without
the permission of parents or
legal guardians and who, as
a result of running away,
are prone to becoming
victims of sexual
exploitation

121,911

2. Runaway Youth
From Juvenile and
Other Institutions

Youth under the age of 18
years who absent
themselves without
permission from group
foster homes, juvenile
detention centers, etc.
Youth under the age of 18
years who either are
abandoned or are forced to
leave their homes by
parents or guardians, and
are not permitted to return
and who, because of their
vulnerable economic status,
are prone to becoming
victims of sexual
exploitation

6,793

3. Thrown away
Youth

4. Homeless
Children
(Not Elsewhere
Counted)

Youth not counted under
runaways or thrown aways
who are homeless and who,
because of their social and
economic status are
vulnerable to sexual
exploitation

51,602

27,972
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Group B:
Sexually Exploited
Children Living in
Their Own Homes
5. Children Ages
10-17 Living in the
General
Population

.

Children between the ages
of 10 and 17 years living in
the general population who
become victims of sexual
exploitation

72,621

6. Children Ages
10-17 Living in
Public Housing

Children between the ages
of 10 and 17 years living in
public housing who
become victims of sexual
exploitation

4,447

Group C:
Other Groups of
Sexually Exploited
Children
7. Female Gang
Members

8. Transgender
Street Youth

SUB-TOTAL
77,068 or 24%

SUB-TOTAL
8400 or 3%

This group includes
approximately 27,000 girls
between the ages of 10 and
17 years who are members
of identifiable gangs—
some portion of whom
become victims of sexual
exploitation as a result of
their gang membership

5,400

A broad category of
sexually exploited youth
who identify themselves
asmembers of the opposite
sex to which they were
born. This includes
male>female, female>male,
and youth born with the sex
organs of both genders

3,000
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_______________
Group D:
The International
Dimensions of
CSE in the U.S.:
U.S. Children and
Youth Traveling
Abroad and
Foreign Children
Traveling to the
U.S. For Sexual
Purposes
9. Foreign
Children Ages
10-17 Brought
Into the U.S.
Legally
10. Foreign
Children Ages
10-17 Brought
Into the U.S.
Illegally Who
Become Victims of
SexualExploitation
11.Unaccompanied
Minors Entering
the U.S. On Their
Own Who Become
Victims of Sexual
Exploitation

__________
SUB-TOTAL
31,829 or 10%

Includes all children
brought into the U.S.
legally as extended family
members, as au pairs to the
private households and to
the business and diplomatic
communities and, who, are
victims exploitation
Includes all children
smuggled or otherwise
brought into the U.S.
illegally (often in economic
or sexual servitude to their
smugglers/traffickers)

3,000

Includes all children who,
on their own, enter the U.S.
and become victims of
sexual exploitation

2,500

8,500
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12. NonImmigrant
Canadian and
Mexican Children
Ages 10-17
Crossing Into the
U.S. For Sexual
Purposes
13. U.S. Youth
Ages 13-17 Living
Within Driving
Distance to a
Mexican or
Canadian City

14. NonImmigrant
U.S. Youth Ages
13-17 Trafficked
From the U.S. to
Other Countries
For Sexual
Purposes

Includes all Canadian and
Mexican youth who enter
the U.S. on a more or less
casual basis and who, while
in the U.S., engage in
sexually exploitative
activities

2,500

Includes American youth
living in cities and towns in
close proximity to Mexico
or Canada who cross into
these countries in pursuit of
sex

14,329

Includes youth between the
ages of 13 and 17 years
who travel outside the U.S.
to provide sexual services
to the nationals of other
countries

1,000
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Estes includes
May be
Group E:
Children Exposed
to On-Line Sexual
Victimization
(from Finkelhor et
al., 2000)
15. Child Victims
of Distressing
Sexual
Solicitations and
Approaches Via
the Internet
16. Child Victims
of Unwanted
Exposure to
Distressing Sexual
Materials Via the
Internet

Children Exposed
Sexual Victims

17. Child Victims
of Distressing
Sexual
Harassment Via
the Internet

Includes a percentage of
children between the ages
of 10 and 17 years who
regularly surf the internet
either at school or home

On-Line that
SUB-TOTAL
3,820,000

Includes a percentage of
children between the ages
of 10 and 17 years who
regularly surf the internet
either at school or home

1,450,000

Includes a percentage of
children between the ages
of 10 and 17 years who
regularly surf the internet
either at school or home

1,720,000

650,000
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